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am very happy to announce the release of the much-anticipated 2004 reds. (Some thoughts 

on the wines and my tasting notes a little later.) But first some comments on the 2006 vintage. 

Vintage started in the second week of March – a full six weeks earlier than normal. At this early

stage the wines look terrific, this was partly due to the soil starting the season with lots of moisture from 

the wetter-than-normal Spring. And, also, the week of cool nights which we had in February helped create

fantastic acids – probably the best I’ve seen since I’ve been making wine on this site. That’s the good

news. The bad news is that we’ve harvested the smallest crop we’ve ever had – down more than fifty-

percent on our norm. Again, weather here was the cause – we had freak conditions during flowering; 

two days of close to forty degrees and two days where the temperatures dropped to about fifteen. Each

year I understand more and more how there is no norm, how everything in wine is absolutely influenced

by the vagaries of climate.

I have spent a lot of time thinking about, and writing Tasting Notes, trying to describe our wines as

accurately and lyrically as I can.  A recent review by Ken Garnett of the Brisbane Courier Mail of the

Castagna 2004 Ingénue was so compelling and so charmed me that I had to share it with you. “It has 

the fragrance of a morning breeze through an apricot orchard in full blossom. Ripe yet refined; opulent, light

and finely balanced. Seriously good.” Very nice and very accurate.

There have been many exciting third-party reviews of our wines – I won’t re-print them all here, but 

for those who are interested they are available on our web-site in the Press pages.

Now to the 2004 Reds
It was with the greatest anticipation that we looked to the 2004 vintage. No one wanted another

2003 inferno. Dante be gone! Our prayers were duly noted and what transpired was certainly a gift 

from heaven. A warm, elongated vintage settled over the region allowing the fruit to lull about on the vines

slowly gathering flavour and intensity whilst maintaining a vibrancy which inevitably touched the wines. 

If looking for a comparison perhaps the closest in style is the 2002, with one small caveat – these wines

are more aromatic and better balanced in terms of alcohol, acid and tannin. At this stage the Genesis is

not quite as sumptuous as the 2002 but what might not be there in one department is clearly augmented

by the aroma, flavour-profile and overall balance. The La Chiave is a wild ranger – more complex and

devilishly decadent than its sibling from 2002 if pehaps a touch lighter, but certainly more Italian in style

than its forebears.

Pre-Release on Indent
As last year’s pre-release on indent was so popular we have decided to again allow a small

proportion to be available on indent with this release. The wine is still in barrel. Six barrels only 

of the 2005 Genesis Syrah will be available for sale pre-bottling. Again, this will very much be 

a first - come - first-served basis and will only be available at the indent price till 31st May 2006.

The wine will delivered after the general release in mid 2007.
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CASTAGNA 2004 GENESIS

An explosive aroma: black cherries, violets, a twist of black pepper, brambles with 
the now characteristic graphite and bacon very evident, and to finish, the scent of fine
grain French oak. It is certainly the most complex and compelling aroma I have seen 
in the Genesis since our sojourn began back in 1999. It reminds me of a rose garden
laden with early morning dew – the damp air infused with an utterly irresistible
perfume. The palate is long and fine with savoury oak spices providing support
without being bullish. A silky mouth feel is apparent from the outset with flavours of
black cherry, chocolate, violets and leather strap liquorice coming to the fore. Nothing
appears out of place, the tannin and acid notes working in unison with the fruit.

CASTAGNA 2004 LA CHIAVE

Wildly enticing, ethereal – a seduction of the senses. Roasted meats, sour cherries,
earth, undergrowth and the sweet scent of rose petals make a bold introduction. 
A tensile spine of fine tannins and acid gives form and support to the fruit. Rich in 
the mouth, it provides gobs of ripe black cherry fruit, sweet and chocolatey at first
impression. Then the tannins and seamless oak step in and take the fruit on a long,
joyful ride that ends with a dry, savoury taper. A truly compelling wine with wild 
sous bois - like character and generous fruit impact.

CASTAGNA 2005 ALLEGRO

Lighter in colour, more resembling pink coral, it reminds me of a necklace my
grandmother once wore – it is clean, precise and symbolic of warmer days by the
ocean. Strawberries, watermelon, apricots and a hint of wild fennel bring a
wonderful savoury note to the bouquet. A similar beat flows through the palate with
refreshing acidity phrasing the flavours. Not quite as lush as the 2004 but longer 
and finer with lingering flavours of strawberries, cream and apricots ensuring a joyous
drinking experience over the next 12 to 18 months. Simply delicious. Drink it cool
rather than cold.

CASTAGNA 2003 SAUVAGE – REV IS ITED

Patience is a virtue. Having revisited the 2003 Sauvage recently, I thought it might 
be useful to share my thoughts on its progress. Upon opening I was delighted by 
its development. Slowly but surely the vineyard characters are starting to emerge –
black cherry, liquorice and floral notes of damp roses now coming to the fore. 
Still very much in the riper, sweeter fruit spectrum but I can now see the vineyard’s
terroir winning out – a lesson to be learnt: good wine always tells its own story in 
its own time. On the palate the impact is of lush, ripe, black berries with masses of
silky fine tannins. It is evolving into a wine that delivers warmth and assurance which
will provide drinking pleasure over the next 4 to 6 years.

CASTAGNA 2004 INGÉNUE

Quite intense lime blossom – a curious element of the vintage – pairs well with the
more normal expected apricot flavours. A dab of musk, a splash of wet stone and a
twist of vanilla adds the final touches. Rich in texture and full in flavour, the Ingénue
2004 is a tad more precocious than the 2003 Ingénue. Spicy oak notes provide 
the final seasoning that complements the rich, apricot, lime and vanilla flavours. More
buxom in its proportions but still very much with the X-factor appeal. World class.


